Real-time Stereo-Image Stitching using GPU-based Belief Propagation
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Abstract
Image stitching or mosaicing is a challenging vision problem, especially when considering aspects
like high definition content, real-time, and proper
compensation of the parallax error of objects at different distances to the camera system. Today many
approaches to image stitching exist, most of them
deal with medium resolution images, offline processing, or are restricted to objects at similar distance. Our approach is based on calculation of disparities between corresponding points in stereo images by employing standard belief propagation. Instead of computing depth-maps like in previous approaches, we compute stitch-maps modifying cost
functions in the underlying Markov random field
model, which makes further projection steps dispensable and thereby overall computation more efficient. Our GPU-based implementation is real-time
capable, allowing to stitch high definition images at
constant frame rates. We show exemplary results
from our system to demonstrate the quality of the
merged images.
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Introduction

Image stitching considers the problem of finding a
suitable way of merging two or more images, depicting either the same or overlapping parts of a
scene, into one single seamless view. Image stitching (or image mosaicing) techniques are required
in many areas of application, for example in aviation photography [22], immersive telepresence or
video conferencing [19], for creating cylindrical
360o panoramas [6], or even spherical [20] video
views of the environment.
The key challenge in image stitching is the disVMV 2009

placement of objects in two different views of the
same scene (parallax); moreover the displacement
is different for objects at different depth levels (for
cameras that do not share a common optical centre). Hence, while a simple image registration can
work quite well in a single depth region of the image (for example for the distant background), where
the parallax is small, there can be an obvious mismatch in other regions (for example the foreground
regions), where the displacement of the objects is
large. If now a simple rigid registration and blending is applied to the images, this effect is visible as
”ghosting” of objects, due to the overlap of the mismatched regions. Most solutions to image stitching comprise (1) the problem of finding correspondences between the two input images, (2) solving
some optimization problem to compensate for the
parallax error, and (3) finding an appropriate transformation to merge the two images afterwards. For
(2) especially the handling of multiple objects at
different distances from the camera has to be addressed. In approaches that involve per pixel operations, the overall complexity is very sensitive to spatial resolution, especially for high definition (HD)
content, which is the focus of our application. However, this aspect at the same time offers possibilities
for parallelisation of sub processes, since the perpixel operations can be parallelised efficiently, for
example among GPU processing cores.
Our paper describes a novel approach to HD video
image stitching, whereas we consider images acquired by a pair of digital cameras. We focus on the
margin regions of HD stereo images for stitching,
in order to achieve a nearly double-sized panorama.
Consequently, processing is not required to be applied to the full image. The approach is related
to that of [5], where standard belief propagation
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in Markov random fields (MRF) is employed to
calculate depth-maps in order to merge images to
large panoramas. Compared to this and other previous approaches we are able to perform HD image
stitching in real-time, as well as for larger image
sizes. The novelty of our approach is a modification to the depth-map calculation, which, however,
is still based on standard belief propagation. By directly computing stitch-maps our approach avoids
the explicit computation of depth values, which
makes additional projection steps dispensable and
thereby improves the overall computation performance. Driven by our application in the area of
camera arrays and telepresence, our solution particularly focuses on cases where near and far objects
are assumed to appear close to each other in the image, which therefore requires a robust compensation
of the objects’ parallax error. Our implementation
is realized on GPU hardware exploiting the nVIDIA
CUDA Framework.
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Related Work

Our approach to image stitching is based on Markov
random fields (MRFs) and employs the widely used
max-product belief propagation (BP) algorithm [9]
for approximate inference. MRFs in combination
with BP can be used to estimate variety local properties of a captured scene, including disparities between pairs of images [4]. Techniques for more efficient message calculations are introduced in [3],
which are also exploited in our implementation. Beyond this improvement of efficiency, parallel hardware architectures like GPU can be used to increase
processing speed [8, 16]. Even though it has been
pointed out, that graph cut (GC) based approaches
[17] may lead to lower-energy solutions than BP
[13], graph cuts are not as parallelisable on the GPU
as BP [18], which makes it inappropriate for our
processing platform. Recently continuous formulations of the problem [27] demonstrated remarkable improvements on GPU in both computation
time and memory consumption compared to GC
frameworks. Since depth information could be calculated by belief propagation based techniques, the
usage of this information for stitching has been investigated in [23, 5]. Both approaches are related
to ours, but require additional projection steps for
image merging. Unlike the GPU-based implementation in [5], our approach (including image pre-

Figure 1: Example of a Markov Random Field with
hidden (white) and observable (grey) nodes.
processing) is fully implemented using the nVidia
CUDA Framework.
Early approaches to panoramic video stitching
have been described for example in [26], already
providing real-time operation for low-resolution
images. Later publications propose methodologies
for higher resolutions, based on motion estimation
[24, 25]. Recent approaches also focus low-cost
webcams [7], where an adaptive blending function
is used to reduce ghosting effects. Since no local
alignment is performed in the overlapping region,
objects moving from one image to the other can produce clearly visible ”jump” effects, and large objects in the foreground show recognizable stitching
artefacts.
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Our Approach

In our approach we use MRFs combined with BP
for depth-map calculation [4], and extended the basic approach to more efficiently handle the conditions in image stitching applications. Furthermore
the implementation is realized on a GPU subsystem (based on nVIDIA CUDA) in order to meet the
real-time requirements even for HD video content
at constant frame rates. In the following we give
a short overview of the basic approach and derive
the corresponding modifications. There are a variety of approaches for using stereo image pairs for
calculating depth maps, which encode scene depth
by providing disparity values between corresponding scene-points in both input images. As we will
point out later, the direct usage of this disparity information for stitching can be problematic. Our approach requires two input images: the left Il and the

right one Ir , both of width wI pixels. The images
are depicting the same scene, whereas parts of the
scene (objects) appear in both images. The region
where the images contain the same part of the scene
is called overlapping region, which is of width w
pixels. The width of the overlapping region is chosen, so that the nearest objects appearing in both
images, which have to be stitched correctly, fit together.
To generate one large merged image from the two
input images, a joint region Is for the overlapping
region has to be created, which in the end removes
the visual characteristics of the parallax errors and
replaces the original overlapping image regions of
Il and Ir . Therefore the joint region is chosen to
have the same width w as the overlapping region.
For calculation of the joint region a Markov Random Field (MRF) is defined (see Figure 1 for a
generic example). A MRF is an undirected graph
G = (V, E), where the nodes in V represent random variables and the edges in E represent the
factorization structure, for example among pairs of
these variables. The nodes V can be divided in two
sets: an observable node Y , which represents the
observed random variables, here the stereo image
pair, and hidden nodes X = {xi }, which represent
the hidden quantities xi of the scene. In the discrete
case, each node in X can take one of L possible values, so called labels. In the case of depth estimation
these labels refer to disparities.
For every pixel within the joint region there is a hidden node. These nodes are connected to the observations by an edge (xi , y) ∈ E. The hidden
nodes themselves are connected in a lattice way:
(xi , xj ) ∈ E if xi and xj are non-diagonal neighbours.
The unary potential function Φ(xi , y) denotes the
compatibility of a labelling xi with the observation
y. Between neighbouring nodes xi and xj within
the MRF the compatibility of their labelling is modelled by the pairwise potential Ψ(xi , xj ).
The posterior distribution of the labeling can then
be written as:
Y
Y
1
P (X|Y ) =
Ψ(xi , xj )
Φ(xi , y)
Z(Y )
i∈V
(xi ,xj )∈E

(1)
where Z(Y ) is a normalisation constant.
To improve numerical stability we have applied
a logarithmic transformation [17]: Di (f ) ∝
−ln(Φi (f, y)) and Uij (f, g) ∝ −ln(Ψij (f, g)).

The unary potential Φi becomes the data cost Di
and the pairwise potential Ψij becomes the discontinuity costs Uij . With these definitions the following energy function can be derived:
X
X
E(F) =
Uij (fi , fj ) +
Di (fi ) (2)
(xi ,xj )∈E

i∈V

where F is a labelling for all nodes and fi is the label of node xi .
We chose the discontinuity cost function as being
truncated linear because of the possibility of calculation the associated messages in linear time [10],
which results in a reduction of overall computation
time in comparison to the quadratic execution time
of a generic cost function:
Uij (f, g) = min(αU |f − g| , τU )

(3)

The data cost function is defined as truncated
quadratic:
Di (f ) = min(αD si (f )2, τD ),

(4)

where αU , αD are scaling values, τU , τD truncation thresholds and si (f ) is a weighting function
for compatibility of the images at node xi . For
depth estimation for example, the data cost weighting function si is usually defined as:
si (f ) = C (Il (x, y) , Ir (x + f, y))

(5)

where (x, y) is the position of node xi within the
MRF and C a function for comparing pixel values.
In our case, a colour matching approach is used.
The cost function in depth estimation (5) leads to a
disparity-map where for each pixel in the left image the distance to the corresponding location in
the right image is determined. If these depth values are subsequently used during stitching to transform the left image, a good transition between the
images is achieved only at left edge, but the right
one gets cleaved, and vice versa. This cleaving can
be prevented by scaling the disparity values by one
to zero from the left to the right edge of the overlapping area. This leads to acceptable transitions
at both edges, but at the same time stitching artefacts appear in the overlapping area, due to accessing false corresponding pixels in the both images.
To obviate these problems the data cost function can
be adapted. A cost function that is more appropriate for stitching calculates a disparity-map containing disparities from the left to the right image on

for the left image and
Dispr (x, y) = B(x, y)

w−x
.
w

(8)

This definition of the displacements enables the
construction of the joint region Is of the parts of
the left and right image that do not overlap:
Figure 2: Illustration of searching for corresponding pixels in depth estimation (left image) and
stitching (right image). Search in stitching considers disparities both relative to the right and the left
image. The left/right camera image is highlighted
in dark/bright grey, the overlapping region in grey.
the left edge of the overlapping area and disparities
from the right to the left image on the right edge of
the disparity-map. In the region between these two
edges an appropriate transition has to be defined.
To distinguish these modified disparity-maps from
depth-maps, we call them stitch-maps because they
contain values customized to disparity-based stitching.
Taking the above mentioned aspects into account,
we define the data cost weighting function si as:
 
x 
si (f ) = C Il wI − w + x − f , y ,
w
(6)

w − x 
Ir x + f
,y
w
Instead of selecting one pixel in the left image
and search for the corresponding pixel in the right
image, we select the node within the MRF and
search, depending on the position of this node,
in both images (see figure 2). On the left edge
of the overlapping region the value of x is 0.
Therefore the search performed is equivalent to
depth estimation at the leftmost nodes. On the
other side of the overlapping area (x = w) the
term w − x of the x-position in Ir becomes 0. The
search is then performed within the left image by
comparison to static pixels in the right image.
Taking these disparities B(x, y), for a given
position (x, y) within a stitching area of width w,
the horizontal displacement of the corresponding
pixels in the images is then defined as:
Displ (x, y) = x − B(x, y)

x
w

(7)

Is (x, y) =

x
Il (x + wI − w + Displ (x, y), y)
1−
w
x
+ Ir (x + Dispr (x, y), y)
w

(9)

The output image is then assembled from the unmodified parts of Il , Ir , and the joint region:


| x ∈ r1
Il (x, y)
O(x, y) = Is (x − (wI − w), y) | x ∈ r2


Ir (x − (wI − w), y) | x ∈ r3
(10)
where r1 = [0, ..., wI − w), r2 = [wI − w, ..., wI ],
r3 = (wI , ..., 2wI − w] and (x, y) are the coordinates of a pixel in the output image.
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Implementation

Our test setup consists of two DALSA Pantera SA
2M30 cameras mounted on a tripod (see Figure 3).
The alignment is chosen to represent the later setup
in a circular camera array configuration, with an angle of 45◦ . With these constraints the width of the
overlapping region is limited to 20 percent of the
full image width of 1600 pixels.
The processing pipeline of our real-time stitching
approach is depicted in Figure 4. Once the camera image pair is captured and accessible in CPURAM, the pictures are transferred to the graphics
card memory. The first step on the GPU is the demosaicing of the Bayer-coded images to obtain the
corresponding colour images. To compensate for
the vignetting effect, a brightness correction is applied. These images are then projected to a common
coordinate system (corresponding to rectification in
depth estimation) using a cylindric projection. This
projection transforms the images in order to make

Figure 3: Camera setup: Two cameras fixed on a
tripod, representing alignment in a circular camera
array.

All steps of our stitching pipeline (Figure 4), except for the transfer operations, are implemented as
CUDA kernels based on version 2.0 of the nVIDIA
CUDA SDK [12]. The kernel execution is configured, so that a kernel instance is created for every output element. Beyond the usage of CUDA,
we use common algorithmic improvements to speed
up the calculations [3]. These techniques are the
above-mentioned linearisation of the message calculation [10], a multi-scale approach for fast convergence [11], and a chequerboard-style [3] message update algorithm. Due to the nature of the
message passing algorithm, the performance of the
implementation is mainly limited by the GPU platform. Since cached memory access is optimized
for local operations, global access as it is required
for calculation is inefficient. The messages for
each direction and the data-costs are stored in a
one-dimensional array each. The access is performed using by texture-fetch operations to exploit
the built-in cache.
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Figure 4: Pipeline of our stitching approach.

the epipolar lines nearly horizontal in the overlapping region. In the data cost calculation step, the
images are scaled down to remove unnecessary data
extrapolated in Bayer demosaicing and to reduce
the overall memory usage. Based on this downscaled data, the data costs (see expression 4) are
calculated. The costs are used for message passing
in a multi-scale belief propagation scheme [3]. After a certain number of iterations message passing
is stopped and the disparities are calculated. Now
the stitched image can be directly calculated from
the projected, brightness-corrected, normal-scaled
colour images. Finally, the stitched image is transferred back to CPU-RAM.
The stitching assumes a global alignment of the
image pair. For our approach, we use a visual calibration to obtain camera-related parameters like
cylindrical projection factor, size of the overlapping
region, and displacement. This is necessary because
standard image registration approaches turned out
to be inapplicable due to the small image overlap.

Results

Our evaluations mainly concentrate on the processing speed of the image stitching and the visual results, as the application constraints involve realtime operation on HD video content. All tests
are performed on a single Opteron 2216 CPU core
(Windows XP) at 2.4 GHz and a GeForce GTX 260
with 192 processing cores. The main part of the
processing is carried out on the GPU, whereas the
CPU is only occupied by image acquisition, transfer
to GPU memory and visualisation.
As a reference, we provide performance measurements of the BP implementation for calculation the depth-map of the Tsukuba image pair
from [1]. Since the processing time is independent from the content of the images, but depends on
the image size, number of iterations and choice of
cost/compatibility functions, the measurement can
be considered representative for other image pairs
with the same parameters. Table 1 shows, that the
performance of BP is massively improved by exploiting GPU hardware. The CUDA-based BP is
about 40-50 times faster than the not optimised,
single core CPU based implementation [3]. Our
tests indicated that 40 iterations for single scale and
4 iterations per scale for the multi-scale approach
lead to acceptable convergence and therefore good

Approach
CPU
CPU, ms
GPU
GPU, ms
GPU, ms, lmc

Execution Time
71881 ms
9663 ms
1374 ms
236 ms
45 ms

Table 1: Execution time of BP depth estimation for
Tsukuba image-pair (384x288, maximum disparity:
16). ms stands for an implementation of a multiscale approach of BP, and lmc denotes the algorithm
based on message calculation in linear time.
Since there are to our knowledge neither data sets
nor standards for evaluation of the quality of stitching available, we decided to evaluate our results by
visual comparison to a linear blending and a commercially available stitching application. In contrast
to other previous related publications, for example
[23], which use Autostitch for evaluation, we decided to use PanoramaStudio [2] because of its capability to adjust the projection parameters and perform a fair comparison to our results. To exclude
the effect of global misalignment, we use the well
known stereo datasets for depth estimation [1] for
evaluation of our stitching, which provide already
aligned views. We crop these images at the right
side of the left image and on the left side of the
right image, in order to reduce the size of the overlapping region. Figure 5 shows sections of stitching
results using stitch-maps in comparison to a linear
blending approach and the results of PanoramaStudio (using optimal parameters). Figure 9 shows a
comparison of PanoramaStudio and stitch maps on
a different, real-world image pair.
As is apparent, stitching improves the visual
quality in comparison to blending. While both
stitching approaches provide reasonable visual
quality, stitching using stitch-maps increases the
quality in areas with large disparity jumps, observable in the area around the cone in front of Figure
5b, or the arm in Figure 9-2. The parameters for
stitch-map generation of the stereo datasets can be
chosen similar to the parameters of depth estimation. While using a truncated quadratic cost func-

60
50

Frames per second

visual results. Choosing a maximum disparity of
96 pixels (corresponding to the same number of labels), we are able to create stitched panoramas with
barely noticeable stretching artefacts and concurrent avoidance of ghosting and blurring artefacts.

40
30
20
10

0
144x512

72x256

36x128

18x64

9x32

Size of stitch−map

Figure 7: Frames per second for different stitchmap resolutions.
tion for the data costs and a truncated linear for the
discontinuity costs, the truncation value for the data
costs τD is set to 1.7, the scaling factor αD is set to
0.07 and the truncation value for the discontinuity
costs τU is 4.0 (αU = 1). The parameters for the
real camera setup differ with respect to sensor noise
and calibration mismatches: τU remains at 4.0, it
further turned out that a αD of 0.0002 and a τD of
0.8 provide best results.
To achieve high frame rates, we also investigated
the use of low resolution stitch-maps. This can be
done by directly using the intermediate results of
multi-scale BP and interpolating bi-linearly (Figure
6). We came to the conclusion that low resolution
stitch-maps lead to a good trade-off between visual
quality and high frame rates (Figure 7). By using
a low resolution stitch-map (18x64) we are able to
stitch images at 37 frames per second, merging two
images of 1600x1200 pixels to one image of size
2832x1200 pixels. We also achieve good results for
objects at different distances from the camera and
an improvement of the overall image quality, as depicted in Figure 8.
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Conclusion

In this paper we presented a novel approach to local alignment of images for real-time video stitching applications, with the main focus on merging
image margin regions in order to create large HD
panoramas. We used disparity information calculated by an adapted MRF model and efficient belief propagation. This technique provides a high
stitching quality because of its pixel-wise alignment

(a)

(b)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 5: Comparison of blending (column 1), stitching with PanoramaStudio (column 2) and stitching with
our approach (column 3): blending produces ghosting artefacts and PanoramaStudio stitching artefacts at
the cone in b2. Our reduces these artefacts massively.

(a)

(b)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Figure 6: Section of stitching (upper row a) using low-resolution stitch-maps (lower row b). Resolutions
are: 144x512 (1), 72x256 (2), 36x128 (3), 18x64 (4) and 9x32 (5).

(a)

(b)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Figure 8: Sequence of merged images (detail) depicting objects at different distances, using blending (upper
row a) and stitching (lower row b): the stitching produces good results for objects at different distances
within the same image (see green cactus in the foreground and grey poles in the background).
of the images and implicit handling of large disparity jumps between neighbouring pixels. Furthermore the approach introduced the novel principle of stitch-maps, which makes subsequent projection steps dispensable and thereby improves performance. Several example images showed the appropriateness and quality of our approach. The algorithm is executed in real-time on standard PC hardware by exploiting the parallelism of a GPU platform.
Our future work will mainly lead into two directions. First we aim to improve our methodology for
real-time disparity estimation. Here the main focus
is on the quality of the computed stitch-maps, where
for example approaches based on pre-segmentation
and plane fitting can improve the results [28]. Furthermore it is planned to exploit the image stitching
system for more than two cameras in circular camera arrays.
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